Fix the cut pieces

1. Cut out each of the cut pieces on the worksheet.
2. Fix each cut piece if it doesn't match the perfect cut piece at the top of the page.
3. Consult the cutting order to check the type of fabric you need and look in the fabric storage room, (click link in exercise box on screen) to see if there is leftover fabric in the same style and shade - you can’t recut unless it is available.
4. Recut each cut piece if necessary, using the fabric on the second page of the worksheet.
5. Try to use the least amount of fabric possible and provide the best fix for the situation.
6. Stick the cut pieces on the last two pages of the worksheet.
7. Write how you solved each problem next to each cut piece and why you chose this solution.
Recut any cut pieces from the fabric on this page.
Paste all your cut pieces on this page and the next.
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